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Career Pathways: Steady… 

Could be a steady pathway… 

Rachel 
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Career Pathways:  

Many turns… 

Could be a 
long, twisty 
turning path, 
where it is 
difficult to 
see the forest 
for the 
trees…Ev 
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Career Pathways:  

Feels Unreachable… 

It could be a 
vision or 
mirage, where 
it is difficult to 
find a pathway 
or image 
arriving…Joe 
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Career Pathways:  

On Your Own… 

There may be 
times when 
youth need to try 
it on your own 
with little to no 
supports…Chris 
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Career Pathways:  

Dignity of Risk 

There may be 
times when 
there is a need 
to experiment 
and experience 
the dignity of 
risk…Paul 
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Career Pathways:  

The path may require  persistence, may include 
dead ends, and starting over…provide 
opportunities to hear the voices of transitioning 
youth who share their stories…it’s important to 
ask and listen! 
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Career Pathways: More Likely A 

Combination 
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Walk a Mile in MY Shoes… 

Remember your pathway…an important 
lesson when supporting a young person’s 
pathway to employment after high school.  
Don’t forget: 

 

Transitions from one life stage to another 
are often filled with stress, conflict, and 
redefinition (Clark & Kolstoe, 1995; Carter & 
McGoldrick, 1980; Turnbull, Summers, & Brotherson, 1986). 
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Options and Opportunities 

Opening pathways…raising 
expectations…opportunities 
for exploration and 
growth…for citizenship and 
self-sufficiency… 
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The Business & Labor Market 
Side of the Equation 

Lays Part of the Foundation for 
the Pathway to Careers 



Understand Business Needs & 

Labor Market Demands 

Take a few minutes to think about: 

• What strategies can you use to reach out 
to employers to ask about and THEIR 
needs? 

• What strategies can you use to help 
youth understand EMPLOYERs needs? 
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Do Your Homework!  

Labor Market Analysis 

Starting with the end in 
mind.  Always use state, 
regional, and local labor 
market information to help 
the young person navigate 
their employment pathway.  
This information is readily 
available through the VA 
Dept. of Labor’s website! 
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http://does.dc.gov/page/labor-statistics  
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http://www.bls.gov/k12/  

http://www.bls.gov/k12/
http://www.bls.gov/k12/
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Are YOUTH Ready for 
Employment? 

Call for Youth Engagement, 
Community Engagement & 

Collaboration Across Systems 



Engagement & Leadership 

The data for ALL YOUTH, as well youth 
with disabilities calls for youth 
engagement, family engagement, 
community engagement, and leadership 
at all levels. 

This requires collaboration of multiple 
stakeholders within the traditional 
system extending to the business 
community and the community at large. 
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What Happens to Supports for 

Employment, After High School? 

Let’s take a look at a General Accounting 
Office report entitled Better Federal 
Coordination Could Lessen Challenges in the 
Transition from High School GAO-12-594, Jul 
12, 2012 

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-12-
594  
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Supports After High School? 

Challenges in accessing federally funded 
programs: 

• Difficulty navigating multiple programs 
that are not always coordinated;  

• Possible delays in service as they wait to be 
served by adult programs;  

• Limited access to transition services;  
• A lack of adequate information or 

awareness of available programs that may 
provide transition services after high school;  

• Lack of preparedness for postsecondary 
education or employment.  
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Key Federal Legislation Providing Services to 
Transitioning Youth 
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Across Multiple 
Programs 



Call for Enhanced Coordination 

and Collaboration 

To improve supports for transitioning 
youth, the report calls for improved 
coordination not only at the federal level, 
but at the state, regional, and local levels! 
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Call for Enhanced Coordination 

and Collaboration 

• Aligning policies, procedures, and other 
means to operate across agency boundaries 
towards common outcomes for transitioning 
youth and their families; 

• methods to increase awareness among 
students, families, high school teachers, and 
other service providers on the range of 
available transition services; and 

• ways to assess the effectiveness of 
coordination efforts in providing transition 
services. 
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How Can You Make this Happen 

in Your Local Area? 

These reports call for youth engagement, 
community engagement & collaboration 
across systems.  With folks at your table, 
share success stories highlighting systematic 
career development strategies involving: 

• YOUTH ENGAGEMENT 

• COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

• COLLABORATION ACROSS SYSTEMS 
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Building Social Capital:  

Think beyond Systems 

• Beyond the “systems” social capital of a 
young person, their family, and their social 
network can contribute to pathways to 
careers.  

• 40 to 70% people obtain jobs from a friend. 

• Also “weak ties” or acquaintances are vital: 
a friend of a friend. 

• Helping youth and families “build” social 
capital is a valuable investment! 
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Social Capital Employment 

Network Worksheet 
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Family/Relatives Neighbors Family Friends 

   

   

   

   

   

Co-workers/Classmates Name: 

  

 

 

 

 

Date: 

Staff/Professionals 

  

  

  

  

  

Church Interests: Others 
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Pathways to Careers 

Systematic Career Development 
Strategies 



Process of  

Career Development 

Career development is a continuous life 
process through which individuals explore 
activities, make decisions, and assume a 
variety of roles. Careers are formulated by 
the continuous evaluation of personal goals 
and the perception, assessment, and 
decisions regarding opportunities to 
achieve those goals.  

SOURCE:  National Career Development Association 

 



Career Development: Doesn’t Stop 

when High School is Over! 

The on-going process of collecting information for  
career development and career planning.  
Transition and career assessment hold the key! 

• Lifelong process 

• Cyclical process and content: 

– Career Awareness 

– Career Exploration 

– Career Preparation 

– Career Assimilation and Change 
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Career Development: An 

Ongoing Cyclical Journey 

Today’s we’ll 
focus on 
exploration 
& 
preparation 
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Awareness 

Exploration 

Preparation 
Assimilation 

Growth, 
Change & 
Expansion 



Three Strikes and You’re Out! 

Despite how systems often operate, the pathway to 
employment through the career development 
process may take many twists and turns.  It may 
require more than a few chances before a young 
person achieves employment.  
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Transition assessment helps to 

inform the process 

 “Transition assessment is an ongoing 
process of collecting information on the 
young person’s strengths, needs, 
preferences, and interests as they relate to 
the demands of current and future living, 
learning and working environments” 

 

All stakeholders participate in the process of 
information-gathering and decision-making 

 

2007 Corwin Press.  Assess for Success: A Practitioner’s Handbook on Transition 
Assessment, 2nd ed., by Stillingtion, Neubert, Begun, Lombard, and Leconte  
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Career Exploration 

Career exploration is a phase of 
career development where a 
young person finds out about jobs 
and the world of work.  There are 
many ways to accomplish this…. 
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Career Exploration 

Start with the end in mind…walk a mile in 
the young person’s shoes…why does 
he/she want to work – what’s in it for 
them in their immediate future? 
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Exploring Career Goals 

Career goals are often 

based upon what the 

young person has been 

exposed to…parents, 

family members, 

influential people in 

their lives.  Help them 

explore beyond… 
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Job Shadowing 

When a potential career goal is identified, job 
shadowing can be set up with a business 
where a young person spends time on the 
job with an employee who performs their 
duties, providing first-hand experience. 
Coaching the young person after the 
experience is an essential part of the career 
exploration and self-awareness process… 
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Job Sampling/Work Sampling 

Work Sampling can happen on a 
job where the young person 
tries it out, but where the 
employer does not benefit 
from their work. It can also be 
set up as simulated work 
samples often available 
through vocational evaluation 
programs. 
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Mentoring Models 

While programs may be designed for career 
development based upon the needs of youth, the 
focus of mentoring may vary. 

• Career-focused Model 

• E-Mentoring Model 

• Peer Mentoring Model 

• By YOUTH for YOUTH Model 
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Career Exploration: Online Tools 

& Resources 

We have a unique and historical opportunity to 
use new technologies to improve access by 
youth with disabilities to online resources 
and widely adopted mobile devices; and to 
promote and create visibility for assistive and 
learning innovations. There are a plethora of 
online tools and resources to help youth 
explore careers and the work of work. 

“The Power of Social Media to Promote Assistive & Learning 
Technologies” 
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Career 
Exploration 
helps young 
people 
explore 
career 
clusters. 
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Many Online Resources To 

Explore Career Clusters 

http://www.onetonline.org/find/career  
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Multimedia Resources to 

Explore Careers 

http://www.careeronestop.org/studentsandcareera
dvisors/studentsandcareeradvisors.aspx  
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Self determination is 
enhanced when young 
people understand 
their talents, strengths, 
needs for supports &  
accommodations 
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http://secondarytransition.org/page/pen
nsylvania_youth_leadership_network  
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Career Preparation 

Coach young people through career 
exploration to help them identify short-
term and long-term goal. 
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Career Pathways 

One of the predictive 
factors to success in 
achieving 
employment and 
higher wages  
following high school 
is paid work 
experience while a 
young person is still 
in school. 
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Career Pathways 

Help create paid-work experience 
opportunities in and out of 
school through work-study 
programs, part-time 
employment, or summer 
employment! It is a worthwhile 
investment and allows young 
people to prepare for the world 
of work! It’s a great resume 
builder 
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 Career Pathways:  Value of Service 

Learning or Volunteering 

Structuring service learning or 
volunteering opportunities is 
also a resume builder. It helps 
young people build character, 
work ethics, and work 
experience. 
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Career Pathways:  

Value of Internships 

Internships involve more 
formal arrangements 
between the young 
person and the employer 
for a specified period of 
time.  They can be paid or 
unpaid, depending on the 
nature of the business 
and the job.   
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Career Pathways:  

Value of Internships 
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Career Pathways:  

Value of Apprenticeships 

Apprenticeships are formal, sanctioned 
work experiences of extended duration in 
which an apprentice learns specific 
occupational skills related to a trade. 
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http://does.dc.gov/
service/apprentic
eships  
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Career Pathways: Value 

of On the Job Training 

 

The employee is hired but may need to develop 
skills to perform the job.  The training occurs 
at the place of employment while he/she is 
doing the actual job.  The business provides 
the trainer, often a supervisor or training in a 
classroom.  Sometimes agencies can pay to 
supplement costs for a limited period of time.  
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http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/employee-training.html


There are many 
benefits to on 
the job 
training! 
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Career Pathways:  

With Supports  

• Supported employment may be an option 
for youth where supports are provided on 
the job in the form of job coaching. 

• Customized employment helps a young 
person through a process of discovery 
followed by customizing employment 
opportunities. 

• Internships and employment may be 
available through business led employment 
model programs, such as Project SEARCH. 
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Career Pathways:   

Do your Homework! 

Revisiting the business side and labor market 
analysis –  

• Community or vocational technical schools 
may offer certificates for certain businesses 
or career clusters 

• Companies may provide in-house training 
programs 

• Do your homework!  There may be other 
opportunities.  Work with youth to do this 
homework! 
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Career Preparation: Post-

Secondary Education & Training 

Begin with the end in 
mind! Coach young 
people through the 
career planning process 
to ensure they have 
identified a career goal.  
Investigate the business 
side and labor to know if 
jobs will be available at 
the end of the pathway! 
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Explore Post-Secondary Education & 

Training Opportunities 

Explore programs, placement rates, 
accommodations and supports, determine 
if there is a good match for the young 
person! 

For example: 

• Business, trade & technical 

• Community college 

• College 
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Promoting Success in Post-

Secondary Education & Training  

• Ongoing and multidimensional transition and 
career assessment to determine short and long 
term vocational goals, aligned with labor market 

• Aligning accommodations and supports from 
high school settings with work/post-secondary 
education settings 

• Acknowledging disability and understanding 
accommodations and support 

• Building self determination and self advocacy 
skills in youth 

• Pre- post-secondary education program 
experiences 
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Promoting Success in Post-

Secondary Education & Training  

• Doing homework about post-secondary 
education opportunities: 
• Entrance criteria 

• Documentation requirements 

• Disability services 

• Availability of additional supports 

• Ecology/environmental factors 

• Majors and coursework requirements 

• Success or placement rates, by major 
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In Summary: Career Pathways: 

Options and Opportunities 

Opening pathways…provides 
opportunity for citizenship 
and self-sufficiency… 
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